BLUEBOT XSMART ROBOTIC
Vacuum Cleaner & Mop

Brief specification

- Suitable for corners
- Automatic recharge and resume
- For pet hair
- HEPA filter
- Can also be controlled from outdoors via an app on your phone
- Set schedule by app, remote control and robot
- Works with Alexa voice control
- Mopping function
- Interchangeable suction nozzle; normal and rotating brush
- Mapping navigation

Blaupunkt Competence Center Robotics
Blaupunkt solid German brands since 1923 and famous from its high quality audio systems has put in great efforts in the past years to enrol a wider range of high-quality and smart consumer electronics.

Avantages

- Solid German Quality
- Strong Brand awareness
- Reliable Brand Reputation
- Long history since 1923
- Strong price quality positioning
- Years of experience on In House design and R&D
- Total portfolio offering in Smart Home solutions
- Selective distribution
- Great after service support | customer service & repair centre |

While we are still decades away from a Jetsons-style future, the days of robots in our lives aren’t far off. The purpose of robots is to work together with humans to do a better job or to automate tasks that: take humans too long to do, are too tedious, or are impossible for us to do.

- Changing lifestyle and growing inclination toward Automated cleaning fuels market
- Growing concerns about health and indoor air pollution propel sales
- Key market trends continue to push market growth
- New product launches set to sway the market
- In-house robot continues to dominate outdoor robot
- Europe remains the largest market, Middle East and Africa emerges faster

Blaupunkt Competence Center Robotics has launched a product line of high quality Robotic vacuum cleaners. The Bluebot series contain a robot vacuum cleaner suitable for different market segments from entry-mid up to high-premium. Blaupunkt Robotics plays a key role in making our lives more comfortable and easy. In the years to come more smart robotic products will be developed that will bring a direct added value to our households. It helps us to create extra time for the things that we really enjoy in life!

Annual shipments of consumer robots will increase from 6.6 million units in 2015 to 31.2 million units worldwide by 2020, with a cumulative total of 96.7 million consumer robots shipped during that period. Household robots will remain the largest segment.

Nearly 100 million consumer robots sold 2015 - 2020
Specifications

Product
Product name: BLAUPUNKT BLUEBOT XSMART
Manufacturer’s code: BPK-VCBB1XS
Brand: BLAUPUNKT
EAN: 8719689082031

Battery and docking station
Battery voltage: range 100 - 240 V (2600 mAh Li-ion)
Charging station
Automatic charge
Automatic resume
Charging time: 4 hours
Working time: 140 minutes on 1 battery charge

Cleaning and maintenance
Suitable for corners
For pet hair
Dust bin capacity: 0.5 litres
HEPA filter
Noise level: 59 dB
Floor area: 180 m²
Suitable for floor types: Hard floors, low-pile carpet, pile carpet up to 2 cm
Air outlet filter type: HEPA anti-allergy filter

Navigation and demarcation
Navigation method: Systematic (choice of 5 cleaning modes)
Map method: GPS chip
Type of area demarcation: Magnetic strip
Number of strips supplied: 2
Mopping method: Water
Works with smartphone

Control and setting options
Timer
Drop sensors
Collision/distance sensors
Anti-jamming function
Display: Robot – remote control
Suitable for dark floors
Suitable for doorsteps
Maximum doorstep height: 2 cm

Physical features
Weight: 3.64 kg
Colour: black, silver
Width: 35 cm
Depth: 35 cm
Height: 9.5 cm

Accessories
Accessories supplied
Remote control with display + 2 batteries supplied
Extra side brushes supplied
Extra HEPA filter supplied
Number of filters supplied: 3
Magnetic strip: 2

Advantages
• You can control the robot also from outdoors using the app and easily set a cleaning schedule for the whole week with the “different times possible” app.
• The robot cleans systematically using mapping technology and can be tracked using the navigation section in the app.
• If the battery runs low, the robot returns to the charging station to recharge and resumes work automatically if a cleaning schedule has been set.
• Thanks to the choice of two interchangeable suction nozzles, this robot vacuum cleaner can handle most floor surfaces and is also suitable for pet hair.
• The mopping function means the robot vacuum cleaner can run a wet mop over the surface after vacuuming.
• Thanks to the HEPA filter, this robot is also suitable for people with a dust allergy.

Description
The Blaupunkt Bluebot XSmart VCBB1XS is a multifunction robot vacuum cleaner. With its low noise level, powerful motor and strong suction, the robot puts paid to dirt. The robot vacuum cleaner also offers users the option of applying a “final touch” to the floor using the water tank and wet mopping pad. The robot cleans systematically using mapping technology. It allows the robot to work highly efficiently and clean several rooms. It can be operated using the app, the remote control or the display on the robot itself. You can even use voice control! Ideal for fans of smart homes. Set a cleaning programme and the robot starts automatically at the desired date and time. The robot recharges its battery automatically if it is running low or if it has finished cleaning your rooms. Are there some places the robot should avoid? No problem. The “area limits” magnetic strip can be used for this.

Supplied as standard
• Charging station + adapter
• Remote control + 2 batteries
• 2 HEPA filters
• Dust filter
• Side brushes (4 x, 2 pairs*)
• 2 magnetic strips
• Dust collector
• Suction nozzle with rotating brushes
• Normal suction nozzle
• Water tank + mopping pad
• Detailed user manual | NO | DA | SV | NL | FR | DE | ENG | ES |

SRP
EURO (€) 449

Available in Europe
Immediately

Distributed by
Competence Center Robotics SMART LIFE B.V.
Overtoom 141, 1054 HG Amsterdam
The Netherlands
www.blaupunkt.com
www.blaupunktrobotics.eu